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The Zenascope PC1 uses standard spectroscopic
measurement hardware, proprietary software,
and patented algorithms to achieve rapid,
quantitative, and non-destructive analysis of
biological tissue characteristics (biomarkers) that
reflect the underlying function and composition of
the tissue. The Zenascope assesses the following
endpoints:






Wavelength-average reduced scattering,
relating to cellular density and fibrous
content
Wavelength-averaged absorption
Total hemoglobin content, relating to
vascularity, and
Hemoglobin saturation, relating to vascular
oxygenation.

For more information, contact Zenalux Biomedical
at:
2608 Erwin Road
Suite 148-164
Durham, NC 27705
+1-919-794-5757
info@zenalux.com
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1 Before You Begin
Installation
Environmental Requirements
The Zenascope PC1 is designed to operate over an
ambient temperature range of 10°C to 30°C, and
may not function properly when used in
environments outside of that range.
Unrestricted airflow is necessary for proper
instrument and laptop cooling. The instrument
fan draws in air from underneath the instrument
and pushes air out behind the instrument. Always
ensure that the air intake and exhaust areas are
free from obstructions.
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Package Contents
Verify receipt of the following items as shown:

B
A
C
Figure 1: Package Contents for Zenascope PC1

a) One (1) Zenascope Instrument
b) One (1) Zenascope Probe
c) One (1) Zenascope Probe Stand/Calibration
Standard
d) One (1) Zenascope Laptop preloaded with
Zenaware Software (not pictured)
e) Laptop Power Cord (not pictured)
f) Instrument Power Cord (not pictured)
g) Instrument-To-Laptop USB Cable (not
pictured)
h) User’s Guide (not pictured)
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Assembling the Zenascope
Connecting the Zenascope to Power
1. First connect the Instrument Power Cord to the
power port (or socket) on the rear of the
Instrument, then to a suitable AC voltage source.
Note: Failure to connect the Instrument Power
Cord before connecting the USB cable (see
below) may cause instrument software drivers to
load incorrectly.
2. Connect the Laptop Power Cord to the power port
(or socket) on the rear of the Laptop, then to a
suitable AC voltage source.
The Instrument and Laptop Power Supplies
automatically adjust for input line voltages in the
range 100 to 240 VAC.
Connecting the Instrument to the Laptop
1. Connect the Instrument to the Laptop with the
USB cable.
Note: Failure to connect the USB cable (see
above) after connecting the Instrument Power
Cord may cause instrument software drivers to
load incorrectly.
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The Probe Stand
2. The Probe Stand comes pre-assembled with a
calibration standard. The Probe Stand is used to
hold the Probe when not in use. The Probe Stand
also contains the Calibration Standard for system
calibration.

Figure 2: Probe Stand with Calibration Standard

Connecting the Probe to the Instrument
3. Carefully remove the Probe from its packaging,
being careful to not touch the optical surface or
bend the fiber cables to a diameter smaller than
the minimum Probe bend radius.
4. Remove the protective end caps from the Probe
and Instrument and store them in a safe location.
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5. Connect the Probe to the Instrument per the colorcoded connections.

Figure 3: Zenascope Cable Connections

6. Gently place the Probe within the Calibration
Standard on the Probe Stand.

Figure 4: Zenascope Probe Stand with Probe
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2 Quick Start Guide
Powering On the Zenascope
1. Turn on the Laptop.
If the Instrument is connected to the Laptop, the
Instrument’s USB Connection indicator will turn
on.

Figure 5: Instrument USB Connection Indicator
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2. Select the Zenaware software icon.
There is no separate power-on
button for the Instrument.
The
Instrument is controlled by the
Zenaware software and becomes active upon
connection of the Instrument to the Laptop. Upon
establishing this connection, the Instrument’s USB
Connection indicator will turn on.
When the software opens, the Instrument’s light
source will turn on, and the associated Light
Source indicator on the Instrument’s front panel
will begin to flash. Once the light source is warm
and ready for use, the indicator will cease flashing
and will remain solidly on.

Figure 6: Instrument Light Source Indicator
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Select Program Mode (Figure 7)
The Zenascope has two software modes (if
equipped).
1. Experiment Mode facilitates detailed spectrometer
control as well as a sophisticated Electronic Data
Management System. Experiment Mode is ideal
for complex, longitudinal measurements
2. Quick Measurement Mode facilitates fast system
set up, clear data oversight and immediate data
recording. Quick Measurement Mode is ideal for
monitoring and data logging.

Figure 7: Program Mode Selection
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Emulate Mode
The Zenascope light source must be replaced after
1,000 hours of use. Emulate Mode allows the user
to define new experiments and to review
previously collected data without turning on the
Zenascope light source or Instrument. This mode
does not allow new measurements to be made. To
enter Emulate Mode:
1. Disconnect the Instrument from the Laptop.
2. Launch the Zenaware software application. The
following message will appear:

Figure 8: Emulate Mode

3. Select “Yes” to use the Zenaware software in
Emulate Mode. Selecting “No” will cause the
Zenaware software to exit.
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3 Quick Measurement Mode

Start-up
After launching the Zenaware software
application in Quick Measurement Mode, four
options are offered:
1. Exit. Takes the user back to the computer
desktop.
2. Off. Turns off the Zenascope system.
3. Calibrate. Takes a calibration measurement.
4. Settings. Settings allows the user to choose an
inversion object for the experiment.

2

3

4
1

Figure 9: Quick Measurement Mode – start-up screen
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Quick Mode Settings – Inversion Object
The user must select the correct inversion object
for the experiment. The inversion object contains
hardware and environmental parameters
that are required for correct operation.
Inversion objects are preloaded or can be
added later if environment or hardware is
modified.
Two inversion objects are included with the
instrument by default:

Figure 10: Quick Measurement Mode – start-up screen
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1. The Demo Mode inversion object is designed for
system demonstrations on the hand or arm.

Figure 11: A Demo Mode measurement showing blood pooling in a
pinched-off finger.

2. The Tissue Default inversion object is designed for
a standard mouse model.

System Calibration in Quick Mode
1. Ensure that the Probe is in the Probe Holder.
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2. Select “Calibrate” in the Quick Measurement
start-up screen.

Figure 12: The “Calibrate” button

3. A calibration spectrum appears (Figure 13). More
detail on calibration can be found on p 27.

Figure 13: A good calibration spectrum

4. If the calibration spectrum is satisfactory (p 27)
press “OK”.
5. The next step is to enter the Subject ID
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Subject ID and File Name in Quick Mode
1. Enter the Subject ID in the Subject ID field and
press Tab to enter the file name.

Figure 14: Enter the Subject ID and press Tab to continue

2. The Filename is created automatically but can be
changed by the user.

Figure 15: A Filename is generated by the computer

By default data is automatically stored under the
chosen filename in:
C:\Users\Zenascope\Documents\Zenaware
3. The system is now ready to collect data.
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Data Collection in Quick Mode
1. Place the Probe on the site to be measured and
press “Start”.

Figure 16: Press “Start” to begin measurements

2. In the event that this is a second measurement on
the same subject with the same filename, a
warning will appear that data is being appended
to the file.
To rename the file press “Cancel,” or, if data can
be appended to the same file, press “OK” to
continue.

Figure 17: Press “OK” to append data or “Cancel” to choose another
filename
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3. The Zenascope will immediately begin recording
measurements. The top right-hand-side of the
screen records four available parameters. By
default these are:





hemoglobin concentration
hemoglobin saturation
µs’ (scattering)
µa (absorption).

Use the mouse to change which parameter
displays in each window by clicking on any one
window.

Figure 18: Click on a window to choose which parameter will display
there

Note: The Zenascope system can be customized
to include additional absorbers.
Contact
Zenalux for more information.
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4. The bottom left-hand-side of the screen tracks a
parameter of choice.

Figure 19: A parameter of choice (in this case Hb saturation) is shown
on the bottom left-hand-side of the screen

5. The parameter to be monitored in the chart can be
modified by selection with the mouse, or by using
the up and down arrows on the keyboard.

Figure 20: A different parameter (in this case Hb concentration) is
selected
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6. A baseline measurement is displayed in the chart
by a grey, dashed line (arrow in Figure 21).

Figure 21: The baseline can be changed

Options for the baseline are:





Maximum
Minimum
Mean
Initial

Use the mouse to change the baseline choice by
clicking the button (red circle) in Figure 21.
The Zenascope will continuously record
measurements at a rate of up to 1 measurement
per second (Figure 22).
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Figure 22: The Zenascope continuously displays and records
measurements

7. Data recording is stopped by selecting “Stop”.
(Figure 23). Data recording can be restarted any
time by selecting “Start” (Figure 24).

Figure 23: Data recording is stopped by selecting “Stop”

Figure 24: Data recording can be continued any time by selecting
“Start”
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Configuring the Screen in Quick Measurement Mode
1. The size of the four quadrants of the Quick
Measurement screen can be reconfigured by
selecting and dragging various points on the
screen (Figure 25).

Figure 25: The screen can be reconfigured by clicking and dragging
these points (arrows)
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4 Experiment Mode - Basics

Create a User Name
After launching the Zenaware software in
Experiment mode, the User Selection screen will
appear. If this is the first time using the software,
no user names will appear in the drop down
menu. The Zenaware software will associate all
data collected within the session with the selected
user name.
Enter a user name and choose “OK”.

Figure 26: User Selection Screen
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Select and Configure an Experiment
The Zenaware software stores all data within
customizable “Experiments”. After selecting a
user name, the Zenaware software will display a
list of all experiments in the Experiment Selection
screen. If this is the first time using the software,
no experiments will appear in the drop down
menu. The Zenaware software will store collected
data with the selected experiment.
Data collected within an experiment is associated
with a “Subject ID”. Data may not be collected
within an experiment until subject ID information
has been defined.

Figure 27: Define Experiment Prior to Collecting Data Message
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Create an Experiment
1. Use the Experiment Selection screen to enter an
experiment name and, optionally, any additional
details describing the experiment. Choose “OK”
when finished.

Figure 28: Experiment Selection Screen

2. The Zenaware software will prompt for
confirmation to create a new experiment. Select
“OK” to create the experiment.

Figure 29: Create New Experiment Screen
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3. Following successful experiment creation, the
Zenaware software will display its “Home”
screen. The selected User Name will appear in the
top left portion of the screen.

Figure 30: Zenaware Software "Home" Screen

Select an Inversion Object
1. From the Zenaware software “Home” screen,
select Edit  “Settings”.

Figure 31: Selecting to Define Subject IDs
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Two inversion objects are included with the
instrument by default:

Figure 32: Quick Measurement Mode – start-up screen

2. Select an inversion object from the drop-down
menu or from the table.
Note: The user must select the correct inversion
object for the experiment. The inversion object
contains
hardware
and
environmental
parameters that are required for correct
operation. Inversion objects are preloaded or
can be added later if environment or hardware is
modified.
Define Subjects within an Experiment
1. From the Zenaware software “Home” screen,
select Edit  “Subject IDs”.
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Figure 33: Selecting to Define Subject IDs

2. Use the Subject ID Definition Screen to define
subjects for the experiment. At a minimum, the
“Reference Name” must be filled out for each
subject. See page 48 for additional instructions
about how to fill out each column.

Figure 34: Subject ID Definition Screen

3. Use the “Save” icon to save changes and then exit
out of the screen. Any unsaved changes will be
discarded upon exit.

Figure 35: Save Subject ID Definitions
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Calibrate the Zenascope
1. Clean the distal tip of the Probe being careful not
to scratch the optical surface. For additional
instructions regarding cleaning see page 76.
2. Ensure the Calibration Standard and Probe are
properly placed within the Probe Stand as shown.

Figure 36: Zenascope Probe within Probe Stand

3. Ensure that the light source is warm and that the
Instrument is ready for calibration by verifying
that the light source indicator on the Instrument’s
front panel is solidly on.
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4. Select “Reflectance Calibration” on the Zenaware
software “Home” screen.

Figure 37: Reflectance Calibration

5. The Zenascope will capture a spectrum for
calibration. After the spectrum is captured, it will
be displayed in the graph area of the “Home”
screen and the Zenaware software will prompt for
confirmation of the calibration.

Figure 38: Calibration Confirmation
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6. Visually evaluate the calibration spectrum to
ensure that it is a smooth curve peaking between
20,000 counts and 65,000 counts.

Figure 39: Acceptable Calibration Spectrum

Calibration spectra that are not smooth are
contaminated by ambient light, as shown in
Figure 40. Be sure that the light shield is fully
protecting the Probe tip from ambient light and
recalibrate.

Figure 40: Calibration Spectrum Contaminated by Ambient Light

The intensity of the calibration spectrum should
be such that it peaks between 20,000 and 65,000
counts. If the peak is at less than 20,000 counts as
29

shown in Figure 41, increase the integration time
as described on page 65. If the peak exceeds
65,000 counts as shown in Figure 42, the
calibration spectrum is saturated. To correct this,
decrease the integration time as described on page
65.

Figure 41: Calibration Spectrum with Poor Intensity

Figure 42: Oversaturated Calibration Spectrum

7. If the calibration spectrum is acceptable, select
“OK” to confirm the calibration. This calibration
will be used to analyze all spectra data acquired
within the session.
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Capture Spectrum
1. Ensure that the light source is warm and that the
Instrument is ready for measurement by verifying
that the light source indicator is solidly on.
2. Select the subject ID that corresponds to the
sample from the dropdown menu on the
Zenaware software “Home” screen.

Figure 43: Select Subject ID for Measurement

3. Place the Probe tip on the sample. Care should be
taken to shield the Probe tip from light using the
Light Shield.
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4. While holding the Probe steady, select “Run”
from the Zenaware software “Home” screen or
select Tools  “Run Optical Measurement”.
While taking the measurement, the “Run” button
on the Zenaware software “Home” screen will be
red. Continue to hold the Probe steadily on the
sample while the “Run” button is red.

Figure 44: Capture Spectrum
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5. After the Zenascope has captured the spectrum,
the Zenaware software will display a screen for
the entry of data associated with the spectrum. In
addition, the subject ID may be modified and time
points or sites may be added. The Zenaware
software automatically stores the time of capture
and user with each recorded spectrum. For
additional information about the data that may be
associated with spectra, see page 53.

Figure 45: Associating Additional Data with Spectrum
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6. Select “Record Measurement” to record the
spectrum and save any associated data.
If
calibrated, the Zenaware software shows a
progress bar as it begins to automatically analyze
the spectrum.

Figure 46: Optical Measurement Analysis Progress Bar

7. After the Zenaware software finishes analyzing
the spectrum, it displays the results below the
optical plot.

Figure 47: Analyzed Spectrum Results
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Background Subtraction
Every Spectrum is recorded with a background
measurement which is subtracted in the analysis.
This feature can be turned off by deselecting this
option in the “Home” screen (Figure 48).

Figure 48: Background subtraction option

Analyze/Review Data
1. Use the tabs at the top of the Zenaware software
to navigate to the “Optical Plots” screen.

Figure 49: Optical Plots Tab
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2. Select the desired “Display Mode”.
3. The Zenascope analyzes spectral data to
determine the sample’s Hb Saturation (%), Total
Hb (μM), and Mean Scattering (1/cm). Use the
dropdown menu to select data to display in the
plot.

Figure 50: Select Data to Display
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5 Experiment Mode - Details
User Selection Screen
User names may be selected from the User
Selection screen using the dropdown menu or
created by entering a user name and selecting
“OK”. The Zenaware software associates all
measurements taken within the session with the
selected user name. Once created, user names
may not be modified or deleted.

Figure 51: User Selection Screen
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Experiment Selection Screen
Experiments may be selected from the Experiment
Selection screen using the dropdown menu or
created by entering an experiment name and
selecting “OK”. The Zenaware software will store
collected data with the selected experiment. Once
created, experiments may not be modified or
deleted. In addition, the experiment description
may be created, viewed, and modified from this
screen.

Figure 52: Experiment Selection Screen
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Zenaware Software “Home” Screen
After choosing an experiment, the Zenaware
software displays a “Home” screen. The selected
user name will be displayed in the upper left
corner above the menu bar.

1
3

2
5

4
Figure 53: Zenaware Software "Home" Screen Controls

1. Menu Bar
The menu bar contains the “File”, “Edit”, “Tools”,
“View”, and “Help” menus. Further details
regarding the contents of these menus may be
found in the following sections.
2. Subject ID Selection
This dropdown menu allows selection of a subject
ID for capturing or reviewing data associated with
that sample.
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3. Tabs
These tabs may be used to navigate between the
following screens:
 Optical Measurements Screen: This screen
is used for Zenascope calibration and
capture of new spectra
 Physical Characteristics Screen: This screen
allows entry and review of data associated
with the sample’s volume and weight.
 Optical Plots Screen: This screen is used to
review previously captured spectra and
biological tissue characteristics.
4. Light Source Hours
The Zenascope light source must be replaced after
1,000 hours of use. This indicator provides
information about the number of hours the light
source has been turned on.
5. Background Subtraction
Every Spectrum is recorded with a background
measurement which is subtracted in the analysis.
This feature can be turned off by deselecting this
option in the display screen (Figure 48).
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File Menu

Figure 54: File Menu

1. Change Experiment
Selecting “Change Experiments” causes the
Zenaware software to exit out of the current
experiment and return to the Experiment
Selection screen.

Figure 55: Experiment Selection Screen
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2. Print Screenshot
Selecting “Print Screenshot” causes the Zenaware
software to capture a screenshot of the current
view and display a print dialog.
3. Exit
Selecting “Exit” causes the Zenaware software to
exit. The light source will turn off when the
software exits, as will the associated light source
indicator on the Instrument. The USB connection
indicator will remain on.

Edit Menu

1
3

2
Figure 56: Edit Menu

1. Subject IDs
Selecting “Subject IDs” causes the Zenaware
software to display the Subject ID Definition
screen. For additional information about defining
subject IDs, see page 48.
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2. Treatments
Selecting “Treatments” causes the Zenaware
software to display the Treatment Definition
Screen. For additional information about defining
treatment information, see page 48.
3. Inversion Objects
The user must select the correct inversion object
for the experiment. The inversion object contains
hardware and environmental parameters that are
required for correct operation. Inversion objects
are preloaded or can be added later if
environment or hardware is modified
From the Zenaware software “Home” screen,
select Edit  “Settings”.
Two inversion objects are included with the
instrument by default:

Figure 57: Quick Measurement Mode – start-up screen

The Demo Mode inversion object is designed for
system demonstrations on the hand or arm.
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The Tissue Default inversion object is designed for
a standard mouse model.

Tools Menu

Figure 58: Tools Menu

1. Run Optical Measurement
Selecting “Run Optical Measurement” causes the
Zenaware software to capture a spectrum. For
additional information about spectrum capture,
see page 62.
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2. Enter Physical Characteristics
Selecting “Enter Physical Characteristics” causes
the Zenaware software to display the Edit
Physical Characteristics screen which allows the
user to capture data associated with the sample’s
volume and weight. For additional information
about entry of physical characteristic data, see
page 59.
3. Analyze Uncompleted Samples
In its default configuration, the Zenaware
software will analyze all captured spectra at the
time of capture and this option will unavailable.
In the event that real-time processing is disabled,
the “Analyze Uncompleted Samples” option will
become available.
Selecting to “Analyze
Uncompleted Samples” will cause the Zenaware
software to perform its analysis on all unanalyzed
spectra data.
4. Rerun All Analysis (New Settings/Calibration
Measurements)
The “Rerun All Analysis” command is used by
Zenalux to adjust the Zenascope for different
types of biological material.
5. Enter Service Code
“Enter Service Code” is used only by Zenalux
during the Zenascope’s scheduled maintenance.
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View Menu

Figure 59: View Menu

1. Simple
Selecting
“Simple”
causes
the
Optical
Measurement Tab to only display the following
options:
“Run”, “Number of Repeated
Measurements”, “Live Spectra”, and “Reflectance
Calibration”. For a full description of these
options, see page 62.

Figure 60: Optical Measurements Tab - Simple View
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2. Advanced
Selecting “Advanced” causes the Optical
Measurement Tab to display the following
options in addition to those displayed in the
“Simple” view: “Settings” and “Real-Time
Processing”. For a full description of these
options, see pages 62-63.

Figure 61: Optical Measurement Tab - Advanced View

3. Real Time Plot Display
Real Time Plot Display allows selection of
biological material characteristic data for the
Zenascope software to display in the plot.

Figure 62: Real Time Plot Display Options
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Define Subject ID and Treatment Data
Toolbar
Both Subject ID and Treatment Definitions screens
have a toolbar as shown.

Figure 63: Subject ID and Treatment Definition Screen Toolbar

1. Arrow Navigation
The single arrow navigates the cursor to the next
column. The arrow with a line navigates the
cursor to the first column in the next row.
2. Delete Row
This control deletes the selected row.
3. Save
The save control saves all entered information.
Any entered information that is not saved will be
discarded upon close of the definition screen.
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Cursor Mode Indicators
The furthermost left column of both the Subject ID
and Treatment Definition screens contain symbols
indicating the cursor mode as data is entered.

Figure 64: Experiment Definition Data Entry Indicators

1.
The arrow symbol indicates the selected row.
2.
The pencil symbol indicates a row in which
information is being added or updated.
3.
The star symbol indicates the next row in which
information may be added.
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4.
After creating a new row in the Subject ID
Definition screen, the “Reference Name” field
must be completed. The Zenaware software will
display an error message if this occurs. The
exclamation symbol indicates the row in which
this mandatory field has been left blank.

Figure 65: Missing Reference Name Error
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Define Subject IDs
All of the fields in the Subject ID Definition screen
are optional excepting the Subject ID itself
(“Reference Name”). The Subject IDs Definition
screen provides the following fields:








Reference Name (Subject ID)
Treatment Group
Enrollment Date/Time
Description
Location/Cage ID
Age at Start (Weeks)
Gender (“Is Male”)

Figure 66: Subject ID Definition Screen

1. Reference Name
The reference name field is a mandatory text field
for the entry of an identifier for the
subject/sample.
2. Treatment Group
The treatment group is a drop down menu of
defined treatment groups. An explanation of how
to define treatment groups may be found on page
50.
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3. Enrollment Date/Time
The enrollment date/time field is automatically
generated when the reference name field is
completed.
4. Description
The description field is a text field for the entry of
identifying information about the subject.
5. Location/Cage ID
The location/cage ID field is a text field for the
entry of identifying information about the location
the subject is housed.
6. Age at Start (Weeks)
The age at start field is a text field for a numerical
entry of the subject’s age in weeks at the
beginning of the study.
7. Gender (“Is Male”)
The gender field allows selection of the subject’s
sex.
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Define Treatments
The Treatment Definition screen is accessed
through the Edit menu. All of the fields in the
Treatment Definition screen are optional. The
Treatment Definition screen provides the
following fields:





Description
Dose
Duration
Frequency

Figure 67: Treatment Definition Screen

1. Description
The treatment description field is a text field that
allows entry of a descriptive name for the
treatment group. Treatment descriptions entered
in this field appear as a drop down menu of
treatment selections for each subject in the Define
Subject IDs screen.
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2. Dose
The dose field is a text field for the entry of the
dosage given in a single treatment.
3. Duration
The duration field is a text field for the entry of
the amount of time for which a single treatment is
administered.
4. Frequency
The frequency field is a text field for the entry of
how often the treatment is administered.

Capturing Additional Data
Associating Additional Data with a Captured Spectra
After capturing a spectrum, the Zenaware
software will display a window allowing
additional data to be entered and associated with
the captured spectrum. The additional data
associated with the spectra provides the following
fields:
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Subject ID
Anesthesia
Temperature (°C)
Comment 1
Comment 2
Comment 3
Time Point/Status
Site

In addition, the following options are provided
for each measurement:



Abort Measurement
Record Measurement

Figure 68: Associating Additional Data with Captured Spectra

1. Subject ID
The Subject ID dropdown menu automatically
contains the Subject ID that was selected at the
time of spectrum capture. It may be modified
using the dropdown menu provided on this
screen.
2. Anesthesia
The anesthesia field is a text field for the entry of
information regarding whether the subject was
sedated at the time of spectrum capture.
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3. Temperature (°C)
The temperature field is a text field for the entry
of the subject’s temperature in °C at the time of
spectrum capture.
4. Comment Fields
Three comment fields are provided to allow entry
of any additional notes regarding the subject at
the time of spectrum capture. All three fields are
text fields.
5. Time Point/Status
The time point/status may be selected in the time
point/status window. While all spectrum data is
time stamped, this field is intended to capture
more meaningful data about the time of spectrum
capture (for example, an amount of time after
treatment).
Selecting the plus sign will allow creation of a
new time point/status description as shown
below. Entered time point/status descriptions will
be available for all spectra measurements within
an experiment.
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Figure 69: Add Time Point/Status

6. Site
The measurement site may be selected in the site
window. In the event there are multiple sites of
measurement for a single subject, this field
provides a means for capturing that data.
Selecting the plus sign will allow entry of a new
site description as shown below. Entered site
descriptions will be available for all spectra
measurements within an experiment.
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Figure 70: Add Site Description

7. Abort Measurement
Selecting “Abort Measurement” will cause the
Zenaware software to abort the measurement and
discard the spectrum and associated data. The
Zenaware software then returns to the Optical
Measurement screen.
8. Record Measurement
Selecting “Record Measurement” will cause the
Zenaware software to save the captured spectrum
and associated data. The Zenaware software then
returns to the Optical Measurement screen.
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Capturing Data Associated with a Sample’s Volume and
Weight
Data associated with a sample’s volume and
weight may be captured using the “Volume and
Weight Entry” option on the “Physical
Characteristics” tab.
The additional data
associated with the sample’s weight and volume
provides the following fields:






Subject ID
Site
Date of Measurement
Length/Width
Weight

In addition, the following options are provided
depending on the data entered:




Add Volume Data
Add Weight Data
Add Volume and Weight Data

Exiting the Size and Weight Entry screen prior to
selecting to add data will discard any entered
data.
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Figure 71: Size and Weight Entry Screen

1. Subject ID
The Subject ID dropdown menu automatically
contains the Subject ID that was selected on the
Physical Characteristics screen.
It may be
modified using the dropdown menu provided on
this screen.
2. Site
The site may be selected in the site window. In
the event there are multiple sites of measurement
for a single subject, this field provides a means for
capturing that data.
Selecting the plus sign will allow entry of a new
site description. Entered site descriptions will be
available for all spectra measurements within an
experiment.
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Figure 72: Add Site Description

3. Date of Measurement
The date of measurement is automatically entered
as the current date. This date may be modified
using the dropdown calendar menu.

Figure 73: Date of Measurement Selection

4. Length/Width
The length/width fields are numerical fields
expressed in millimeters. These fields allow for
entry of tumor dimensions for automatic volume
calculations.
5. Weight
The weight field is a numerical field expressed in
grams. This field allows for entry of tumor
weight.
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6. Add Measurement
The “Add Measurement” control is initially
unavailable. This control will change based on the
data entered into the Site and Weight Entry
Screen. Selecting to “Add Measurement” will
record the entered data as indicated.

Figure 74: Controls for Adding Volume and Weight Data

Optical Measurement Screen
The Optical Measurement screen is used for
Zenascope calibration and capture of new spectra.

Figure 75: Optical Measurement Screen
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Default Optical Measurement Screen Controls
The default view of the Optical Measurement
screen provides the following controls:





Run
Live Spectra
Number of Repeated Measurements
Reflectance Calibration

Figure 76: Default Optical Measurement Controls
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1. Run
Selecting the “Run” control will cause the
Zenascope to capture a new spectrum for the
selected Subject ID.
2. Number of Repeated Measurements
The Zenascope is capable of capturing multiple
spectra in a row. This field allows the user to
specify the number of spectra for the Zenascope to
capture during a single run. The Zenascope
defaults to a single spectrum capture. When the
number of repeated measurements is set to a
value greater than one (1), the Zenaware software
prompts the user to enter the time delay between
the measurements in either seconds or minutes.

Figure 77: Minimum Time Delay Definition

3. Live Spectra
Selecting the “Live Spectra” option will cause the
Zenascope to display the current spectrum in realtime. The continuously updating spectrum plot is
visible on the optical measurement screen.
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4. Reflectance Calibration
Selecting the “Reflectance Calibration” control
will cause the Zenascope to capture a new
calibration spectrum.
Advanced Optical Measurement Controls
The advanced view (accessed through View →
Advanced) of the Optical Measurement screen
provides the following additional controls:



Settings/Plot Selection
Real-Time Processing

Figure 78: Advanced Optical Measurement Controls
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1. Settings/Plot Selection
The Zenascope defaults to displaying a plot of the
captured spectrum. Selecting “Settings” causes
the Optical Measurement screen to display
Spectra Capture Settings. These settings allow the
user to adjust integration time and to enable or
disable auto-integration.
The integration time is used to adjust the
exposure. A longer integration time will result in
increased signal. The Zenaware software defaults
to auto integration.

Figure 79: Optical Measurement Settings (Advanced View)

2. Real-Time Processing
The Zenascope defaults to analyzing captured
spectra in real-time. Unselecting the “Real-Time
Processing” box allows the user to control the
time at which spectra are analyzed. Spectra must
be analyzed prior to exiting the Zenaware
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software.
Note that calibration must
performed to enable spectrum analysis.

be

Physical Characteristics Data Screen
The Physical Characteristics screen allows entry
and review of data associated with the sample’s
volume and weight.
The default data plot
contains the volume data for all subjects. The
Physical Characteristics screen provides the
following controls:





Display Mode
Display Data Selection
Normalize
Volume and Weight Entry

Figure 80: Physical Characteristics Data Screen

1. Display Mode
The display mode control allows the user to select
for the Zenaware software to display all data,
display data by treatment group, or to display
data for the currently selected subject.
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2. Physical Characteristics Display Data Selection
The display data selection drop down menu
allows the user to select to display volume or
weight data.

Figure 81: Physical Characteristics Display Data Selection

3. Normalize
Selecting the “Normalize” control will cause the
Zenaware software to normalize the displayed
data to the initial value for each animal.
4. Volume and Weight Entry
Selecting this option will cause the Zenascope to
display the Volume and Weight Entry screen. For
additional details about this screen, see page 59.
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Optical Plots Screen
The Optical Plots screen is used to review
previously captured spectra and analyzed
biological tissue characteristics. The Optical Plots
screen provides the following fields and controls:





Display Mode
Optical Plots Display Data Selection
Normalize
Optical Plots Table

Figure 82: Optical Plots Screen with Example Data

1. Display Mode
The display mode control allows the user to select
for the Zenaware software to display all data,
display data by treatment group, display data by
site, display the selected subject’s data, or to
display the raw spectra for the selected subject.
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2. Optical Plots Display Data Selection
The display data selection drop down menu
allows the user to select to display Hemoglobin
Saturation (%), Total Hemoglobin (μM), or Mean
Scattering (cm-1) data.

Figure 83: Optical Plots Display Data Selection

3. Normalize
Selecting the “Normalize” control will cause the
Zenaware software to normalize the displayed
data. Raw spectra data is normalized to the
integration time while other modes normalize to
the initial value for each animal.
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4. Optical Plots Table
The Zenaware software uses the optical plots table
to display the selected data in a tabular format.
Data within this table may be edited from the
Optical Plots screen. Click the column titles to
sort data by the selected column.
Raw Spectra Display
The raw spectra display from the optical plots
screen provides several additional fields/controls:



Spectra Data Selection
Spectra Data Table

Figure 84: Raw Spectra Display, Optical Plots Screen
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1. Spectra Data Selection
The display data selection drop down menu
allows the user to select the spectrum to display as
determined by the time/date of spectrum
measurement.

Figure 85: Spectra Data Selection

2. Spectra Data Table
The Zenaware software uses the spectra data table
to display data associated with the selected
spectrum in a tabular format. Click the column
titles to sort data by the selected column.
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6 Instrument Overview
Instrument Front Panel Overview

Figure 86: Instrument Front Panel Overview

1. Probe Connections
The Instrument provides
connections for the Probe.

two

color-coded

2. Instrument Light Source Indicator
This indicator provides information about the
status of the Instrument’s light source. This
indicator is set (turned on) when the Instrument’s
light source is on, and flashes while the light
source is warming up.
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3. Instrument USB Connection Indicator
This indicator provides information about the
status of the connection between the Instrument
and the powered Laptop. This indicator is set
(turned on) when the Instrument is properly
connected to the powered Laptop.
4. Instrument Error Indicator
This indicator provides information about the
Instrument’s status.
There are several error
conditions that may cause this indicator to be set
including:



Light Source Operating Time Exceeded
Instrument Overheated

Instrument Back Panel Overview

Figure 87: Instrument Back Panel

1. Instrument Power Cord Connection
2. Instrument Fan
3. USB Cable Connection
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7 Instrument Performance Characteristics
Table 1 details the Zenascope’s performance in
determining optical endpoints using a nominal
sensing volume of 2 x 2 mm at 25°C.
Table 1: Zenascope Performance Specifications

Measured
Endpoint
Wavelength
Average Reduced
Scattering
Total Hemoglobin
Content
Hemoglobin
Saturation

Biological
Relevance

Unit

Accuracy

Cellular density;
fibrous content

cm-1

±10%

Vascularity

μM

±10%

Vascular
Oxygenation

%

±10%
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8 Maintenance
Cleaning
The distal tip of the Probe should be cleaned prior
to calibration and after use. The tip should be
visually inspected between samples to determine
if cleaning is necessary. The surface should be
cleaned with a soft cloth, towel, or alcohol prep
pad using isopropyl alcohol (10%).

Scheduled Maintenance
The Zenascope light source must be replaced after
1,000 hours of use. In order to replace the light
source, contact Zenalux at:
2608 Erwin Road
Suite 148-164
Durham, NC 27705
+1-919-794-5757
info@zenalux.com
During light source replacement, Zenalux will
also perform general system maintenance to
ensure proper function of the Zenascope.
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9 Regulatory Compliance Information
The Zenascope PC1 complies with Part 15 of the
FCC Rules by exemption per subpart 15.103 (c).
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